
Heart and Soul teaches Relative Minors 
 

 

 

 

 

Try transposing Heart and Soul to different places and keys on the piano. When you play it with 
success, you will: 

• Figure out relative major and minor pairs  
• Have a simple way of knowing which major and minor keys share the same key signature 
• Simplify the learning of scales, because you'll know which two will share the same 

default key pattern (with different starting notes) 

Key of G 

Step 1: Play Heart and Soul in the new key by ear, starting with both thumbs on G.  

Step 2: Re-play the first two chords, naming them as follows: 

Chord I = ___ chord.  

Chord vi = ___ minor chord.  

These two chords teach a shortcut to knowing which two keys are a relative major–minor pair.  

Key of F 

Step 1: Play Heart and Soul in the new key by ear, starting with both thumbs on F.  

Step 2: Re-play the first two chords, naming them as follows: 

Chord I = ___ chord.  

Chord vi = ___ minor chord.  

These two chords teach a shortcut to knowing which two keys are a relative major–minor pair. 
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Memorize this Heart and Soul chord 
progression: 
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